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Mutt Vs Purebred 

When you purchase a purebred puppy you do have a higher probability of knowing 

what to expect when the puppy is full grown. With a mixed breed, what that mixture 

will look like when the puppy is an adult is not as well known.  Mixed breeds have a 

tendency to have less health and behavior issues than purebreds that is the result of 

bad breeding practices. Mixed breeds are frequently rescue pups and are in great need 

for a home and one is often saving their lives by providing a safe home. I’ve found 

homes (last 10 years) for hundreds of dogs/puppies and the majority of them have 

been mixed breeds. I would only get a mixed breed dog for myself. Mixed breeds make 

for great family pets! My past adopters love their dogs. 

Educate and connect with a young puppy 

Puppies have a short attention span and the lesson your presenting need to be short 

5-10 minuet and be a positive experience.  It’s fine to start working on some basic 

commands like come, down but I recommend that folks not be so focused what and 

how quickly a puppy may learn but focus first on the relationship and connection. 

Spend time playing with your puppy and getting to know who they are. Use the early 

months to build a relationship based upon mutual trust and devotion with your puppy. 

The quality of the training will in part be based upon the quality of the relationship. I 

actually like the word educate rather than train. 

Exercise requirements of dogs 

Every breed has its own energy levels. It’s very important to understand the time 

commitment and the proper environment (condo vs. fenced back yard) that is best suited 

for the breed of dog. Many undesirable behavior issues, barking, chewing, aggressive 

behavior etc. are a direct reflecting of pent up excess energy. 

 

Quality dog food, does price represent quality 

      A high priced dog food does not always represent the best quality ingredients. You can 

easily determine the quality by reading the list of ingredients and the order in which they 

appear.  On the other hand you can be sure that the ingredients in a low priced dog food are 

of inferior quality. Here’s a great site that evaluated the quality of dog food. Great 

information about what is known to be good and poor quality ingredients. 

www.Dogfoodadvisor.com 

 

Appropriate age to spay and neuter 

           It’s frequently recommended to spay or neuter your puppy no younger than five to six 

months of age.  Substantial research that has been done show what’s called early age spay & 

neutering can result in numerous serious health issues. In addition large breed dogs can 

avoid some health issue if thy wait till they’re about a year old before a spay/neuter. 

Knowing what I know about the serious problems early spay/neuter can cause I would 

never get a dog for myself that was fixed very young nor would I adopt one out to anyone.  
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT DOGS. 

ADOPTED MIXED 
PUPPIES! 

 
KISS ME! 

 
COUCH PLEASE! 

 
BEAUTIFUL!! 

     

 

Pukka’s Promise By 

Ted Kerasote  

The author did 

extensive research to 

get answers on many 

health issues the 

owners have to deal 

with.  

A wonderful resource! 
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Summer Hazards 

           Heat stroke is a major hazard or dogs in warm weather. Heat stroke can come on quickly. Some of the signs of heat stroke are: dark 

or bright red tongue and gums, body temperature of over 104., excessive panting, diarrhea, vomiting and seizures. Another consideration 

to be aware if hot surfaces that your dog may be walking on. Pavement can become very hot with summer’s bright sunshine. Since most 

people wear shoes we’re often unaware that our pups may be traveling on hot surfaces.  

 

 

 

Look deep into the heart of a dog and you will find your own. 

     References that may be of interest. 

 

How Dogs Love Us.      The Genius of Dogs                      Chaser                       Dog Sense          Dog is Love 

Gregory Berns                Brian Hare Vanessa Woods          John W. Pilley          John Bradshaw   Clive D. L. Wynne 
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